SING AUSTRALIA
John Denver

D As D As D
I COME TO AUSTRALIA AS MANY PEOPLE DO
D As D Bm A
TO SEE THE OLD KOALA, HITCH A RIDE ON A KANGAROO
D As D As D
TO HEAR SOME BODY CALL ME MATE, AND CALL SOME BODY BLUE
D As D A D
TO HEAR AN ABORIGINAL PLAY A DIGGERIDO
D As D As D
SOME OF YOU CAME AS PRISONERS, TWO CENTURIES AGO
D As D Bm A
SOME OF YOU CAME AS KINGS AND QUEENS, YOUR BLESSINGS TO BESTOW
D As D
SOME OF YOU STAND ALL SWELLED WITH PRIDE
D As D
SOME WITH SHATTERED WINGS
D As D A D
BUT ALL OF US COME WITH OPEN HEARTS TO HEAR AUSTRALIA SING
G D G D
IN THE DESERT, IN THE CITY IN THE MOUNTAINS AND IN THE SEA
G D G A D
IN THE STORIES AND IN THE PEOPLE I CAN HEAR AUSTRALIA SING
D As D As D
WALTZING MA-TILDA, THE MEN OF GALLIPOLI
D As D Bm A
CLANCY OF THE OVERFLOW AND CROCODILE DUNDEE
D As D As D
THE MYTH OF ALL CREATION, THE TEACHING OF BAIAME
D As D A D
THE LEGENDS OF THE DREAMTIME, FOR ALL ETERNITY
D As D As D
AND IN THIS CELEBRATION, A BRIEF TWO HUNDRED YEARS
D As D Bm A D
THE COST TO BUILD A NATION, IN BLOOD AND SWEAT AND TEARS
D As D As D
AND IF WE STAND DIVIDED, DIVIDED WE WILL FALL
D As D A A
BUT IF WE STAND TOGETHER WE SHALL CONQUER ALL
G D G D
IN THE DESERT, IN THE CITY IN THE MOUNTAINS AND IN THE SEA
G D G A D
IN THE STORIES AND IN THE PEOPLE I CAN HEAR AUSTRALIA SING
G D
SING AUSTRALIA, SING AUSTRALIA,
G D
SING AUSTRALIA, SING AUSTRALIA
G D
IN THE SAILS ON SYDNEY HARBOR
D A D
I CAN HEAR AUSTRALIA SING
If you have corrections or the chords to any of these songs, please send an e-mail and we will make the changes as soon as possible. Thanks.
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